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ABSTRACT
Over the last 30 years, the World Wide Web has changed signifi-
cantly. In this paper, we argue that common practices to prepare
web pages for delivery conflict with many efforts to present content
with minimal latency, one fundamental goal that pushed changes
in the WWW. To bolster our arguments, we revisit reasons that
led to changes of HTTP and compare them systematically with
techniques to prepare web pages. We found that the structure of
many web pages leverages features of HTTP/1.1 but hinders the
use of recent HTTP features to present content quickly. To improve
the situation in the future, we propose fine-grained content seg-
mentation. This would allow to exploit streaming capabilities of
recent HTTP versions and to render content as quickly as possible
without changing underlying protocols or web browsers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → World Wide Web; • Social and pro-
fessional topics→ History of computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From its first implementation to now, theWorld WideWeb (WWW)
has changed significantly. Initially, the Web was considered “a set of
associations, and in a way, the Web is a representation of mankind’s
knowledge” [7, Tim Berners Lee]. Thirty years later, “the Web is
now a gigantic global software platform” [45, Michael Janiak]. The
technologies and principles that enabled different applications and
services on top of the WWW, however, stayed fundamentally the
same.

TheWWW ismore than presenting aweb page. It is a system that
leverages multiple protocols on different layers to deliver (HTTP)
and render (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript) different types of content
supported by common tools. Many innovations that led to changes
in each part were driven by creating content more efficiently and
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delivering content faster—scalable content dissemination with min-
imal latency was and still is critical for successful web applications.
These changes have been, so far, mainly considered independently
of each other, even though they could achieve higher performance
gains if they are considered together. One example is the lack of
preparing web pages such that content is segmented into pieces to
benefit most from the streaming capabilities of HTTP/3.

In this paper, we systematically analyze why specific changes
have been made to help our research community identify room for
further improvements. We reflect on the different design decisions
of HTTP (§ 2) and common approaches to creating content (§ 3)
based on historical documents and discussions with key stakehold-
ers. We find that the lack of full advantages is a rather bad coinci-
dence (§ 4) and derive opportunities for future improvements (§ 5).

2 ON THE HISTORY OF HTTP
HTTP has evolved significantly since its inception. Originally de-
signed to deliver linked,mainly text-based documents, it has evolved
into an optimized protocol that enables various applications, includ-
ing complex real-time communication. Design decisions of HTTP
not only reflect the needs of emerging web applications and services
but also align with the state of the larger Internet ecosystem. For
instance, when the first web server implementation was released
in 1991 [17], HTTP was tailored to transfer linked files, and each
web page consisted of relatively few content pieces. This design
choice was inspired by FTP, a popular standard at the time for down-
loading files [62, 70]. HTTP underwent rapid changes as the Web
expanded over the following years. Now, modern web pages consist
of multiple content pieces, necessitating parallel delivery instead
of downloading them sequentially to form the final page—calling
for streams, supported in more recent HTTP versions.
HTTP/0.9. In 1991, Tim Berners-Lee designed HTTP “with sim-
plicity in mind” [10, 33]. A client requested a web page via a GET
request. The original proposal explicitly states that the server re-
sponse is HTML [10]. The server then responded with ASCII char-
acters representing the content of the resource, in this case, a file
on the server [59]. The design lacked error handling, so clients had
to examine the HTML output to determine if the data was received
successfully [58].

HTML is based on SGML syntax, as ISO already standardized
SGML in 1986 [41]. SGML was a file-based format, and to differen-
tiate both files, the file ending was designed so it could be renamed
from .sgml to .html [58]. From the beginning, HTML allows to
separate structure from layout, differentiating it from SGML’s more
generalized and integrated text processing approach [16, 41].

In summary, due to prior protocols such as FTP and existing file
formats at the time, the Web was designed to work with files. The
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lack of standardization of HTTP and issues, such as the inability to
recognize errors, required further protocol improvements, which
will be discussed next.
HTTP/1.0. Between 1993 and 1997, the Web grew exponentially
[31]. This growth motivated clearer documentation and some clean-
ups. In May 1996, HTTP/1.0 was published in RFC 1945 [12], an
informational document rather than a standard, collecting the com-
mon usage of existing implementations [33]. In HTTP/1.0 , every
request requires an individual TCP handshake, which is closed after
the answer is transferred [12], see Figure 1. The increase in web
pages led to a stronger focus on the presentation layer (see § 3).
HTTP now supported Content-Types [12], allowing for different
media to be transferred since the type of content was specified ex-
plicitly. This shift in perspective could have marked a turning point
for the Web, enabling truly mixed content in a single request. Until
today, a significant number ofmedia types have been registered [61],
maintained by IANA [40]. However, potentially because text-based
implementations already existed, and with document formats such
as images or CSS files, the file-based structure prevailed.
HTTP/1.1. HTTP/1.1, specified in 1997 in RFC 2068 [23] and later
RFC 2616 [24], addressed a fundamental performance problem of
HTTP/1.0 by introducing two features. First, instead of using in-
dividual TCP requests for every resource, which slowed down the
transmission because resources (e.g., images) required a handshake
as well, HTTP/1.1 allowed reusing one TCP connection for multi-
ple resources (see Figure 1) based on the Keep-Alive mechanism.
Second, HTTP/1.1 introduced request pipelining, where multiple
requests could be sent via a single TCP connection, i.e., a client can
send requests in order without waiting for the responses [25].

Session reuse and request pipelining directly addressed protocol-
level needs to present content faster. Using a single connection
for multiple types of content, such as CSS or HTML, improved
loading times, for example, by preventing the execution of the
TCP slow start algorithm multiple times. However, pipelining was
deactivated by default in a majority of modern HTTP clients [52]
due to multiple problems such as buggy proxies and the complexity
of implementation.

Starting in July 1997, the newly formed HTTP-NG Working
Group proposed several ideas for a new generation of HTTP [34].
They used the concept of multiplexing data into one single stream.
This concept would allow for faster transfer, as HTTP pipelining
must wait until a response is fully finished before new data can be
sent [52]. In 1999, the working group stopped and transferred the
outcome to the IETF [34].
HTTP/2. In 2009, Google announced SPDY, a project aiming
to improve web page loading speed by minimizing latency [8].
This approach also utilized multiplexing, with Google claiming
up to a 55% reduction in page loading time over SSL [1]. Some of
the inspiration was drawn from HTTP-NG [1]. As SPDY gained
more traction, the HTTP Working Group specified the HTTP/2
protocol in 2012, inspired by SPDY [30, 55]. In May 2015, HTTP/2
was published as RFC 7540 [9]. Some major technical improvements
include data compression, request prioritization, server push, and,
most notably, multiplexing requests. They allow for transferring
binary data in parallel in a different order based on prioritization,
as shown in Figure 1. Multiplexing is a significant step because it

changes the original design of a file-based protocol to streams. On
a protocol level, streams were the new way of transferring data
on the Web. Despite speed improvements, streams were primarily
used for transferring files, such as CSS, HTML, or JavaScript.
HTTP/3. Before HTTP/3, TCP was the preferred protocol for
transmitting HTTP [9, 25]. However, TCP acknowledges every
packet, causing delays if a packet is lost, as all streams are stopped.
This issue is known as HOL-blocking (head-of-line blocking) [5, 19].
Google started working on QUIC in 2012, an alternative to TCP,
TLS, and HTTP/2 [18]. QUIC is based on UDP and implements a
larger part of the stack, allowing for faster protocol updates.

In 2018, the IETF decided that “HTTP/QUIC” should be named
HTTP/3 [14, 39]. Later, QUICwas published as RFC 9000 [42] in 2021
and HTTP/3 as RFC 9114 [13] in 2022. HTTP/3 retains the stream-
based approach but introduces new features, such as per-stream
flow control. With the replacement of HTTP/2 by HTTP/3 and
TLS and TCP by QUIC, HTTP has become a specialized protocol
designed to transfer client content based on low-latency connection
setup and better system handling of lost packets [13].

In summary, HTTP has changed over the last 30 years. Web
content, however, has also changed, partly independently of HTTP,
partly to cope with its limitations. We discuss these changes next.

3 WEB CONTENT CREATION HISTORY
The limitations of HTTP also influenced the creation of web content.
In the context of this paper, the term “content” refers to code that is
sent to the user and processed there to be displayed as a web page.
The design choices for preparing code are sparsely documented
compared to protocol changes.
Beginning of Scripts and Styles. In 1990, the Web Browser
written by Tim Berners-Lee already included an editor for users
to modify content themselves [11]. Subsequent browsers, such as
the Line Mode Browser [26] or Viola [80], did not have a built-in
editor. Since then, the creation and consumption of web content
have diverged.

In October 1994, Håkon Wium Lie proposed Cascading HTML
style sheets (CHSS) just three days before Netscape’s announce-
ment [16, 47]. After collaborating with Bert Bos and significant
debates at WWW conferences, the first version of Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS1) was published in 1996 [16, 48]. Meanwhile, JavaScript
emerged in 1995, when Netscape added scripting into their browser,
realizing the need for a more dynamic web [54, 65]. This involved
two strategies. First, Brendan Eich was hired to work on a Scheme
at Netscape [22]. Secondly, Netscape collaborated with Sun (now
part of Oracle) to provide Java Applets [54, 65]. After Eich wrote a
prototype in 1995, it was named "LiveScript" by Netscape marketing
but later renamed to JavaScript [49, 65]. JavaScript was, and still is,
the prominent scripting language of the Web [49].
Early Development of Websites with JavaScript. The release
of the first DOM specification [6] in 1998 set the starting point for
extended JavaScript development, enabling dynamic web applica-
tions. According to various informal sources, developing JavaScript
with multiple files (separated for an improved developer experi-
ence) often used concatenation to produce one output file, which
could then be sent to the user [28, 43, 46]. These were individ-
ual, large global scripts [28]. One reason for this combination of
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code, such as JavaScript or CSS, was loading time optimization.
Since HTTP/1.0 required a new TCP connection for every request,
combined with the various issues with HTTP/1.1 implementations
meant that combining resources could generally improve perfor-
mance [52]. Additionally, simultaneous connections to a single
endpoint were generally limited to six TCP connections per individ-
ual origin (a host name and port) by browsers supporting HTTP/1.1
[32, 69]. Consequently, combining resources was necessary, or Do-
main Sharding was required where multiple subdomains are used
to host a larger number of files [32]. Despite these restrictions,
JavaScript and CSS grew significantly in popularity, partially due
to the dotcom boom at the time [60]. Resource concatenation was
therefore utilized to improve performance.
The Dynamic Web. Since 1993, CGI scripts [67] have been a
standardized way of adding dynamic functionality to web pages by
running scripts on the server. However, security concerns emerged,
e.g., [36, 77]. Client-side code can avoid this issue by being executed
in the browser. Therefore, tools such as Java Applets, Adobe Flash,
and Shockwave gained popularity with the release of the Netscape
Plug-in API in 1996 [4, 53].

In 2005, Garrett introduced “Ajax” [27, 64], a new way of loading
content asynchronously. Before Ajax, presenting updated content
under the same URL often required a reload of the web page. Given
the connection overhead of HTTP/1.1, a complete reload of a page
slowed down the interaction speed [27]. The Ajax concept paved
the way for “Web 2.0.” [15, 64]. Partially to simplify the development
and implementation of Ajax, Resig introduced jQuery [66] in 2006,
which since then has been a popular library based on JavaScript.
jQuery is still used by 77% of all websites [63].

With the increasing popularity of jQuery, prior approaches were
less deployed. Java Applets were deprecated in 2017, and Shockwave
and Adobe Flash in 2019 and 2020 [3, 81]. Libraries such as jQuery,
Bootstrap, and Underscore simplify the developer experience [81]
and their success demonstrates that the broad adoption of new tech-
nologies depends on an easy-to-use development. The downside
is that such libraries can increase loading times as they must be
loaded completely before use. By default, this is render-blocking,
preventing the browser from displaying the page. Furthermore,
the use of libraries and an increasing amount of JavaScript also
result in web pages continuously growing in size. Even though
full page reloads are no longer necessary, the overhead of loading
large render-blocking libraries can still impact loading speed, even
with improved connection times and transfer speeds of HTTP/2 or
HTTP/3.
Start of Node.js and Bundles. In order to organize the increas-
ing amount of JavaScript code, developers separated code into in-
dividual files, which were then concatenated and used as global
scripts [28, 43, 46].

That changed when Node.js was introduced by Ryan Dahl in
2009 [20]. Node.js allowed JavaScript to run on a server and shipped
with a package manager called npm. Npm allowed developers to
install other packages and import (“require”) code when needed.
In contrast, JavaScript did not have a native module system until
2015 [28, 57]. This module system of Node.js enabled significantly
larger code bases. Node.js, however, was not intended to be used
in a browser. This changed when Browserify emerged in 2010 and

became popular in 2013 [29, 35]. Browserify allows using the Com-
monJS “require” syntax, allowing developers to use and require
npm packages while creating websites [28]. However, browsers do
not understand the “require” keyword, so Browserify transforms
all code into a browser-compatible version. All dependencies are
resolved and combined into a single file, called a bundle [28]. Even
though the primary goal of Browserify was different, it is often
cited as being the first influential bundler [28, 43, 46]. In summary,
bundling tools allow combining multiple code files. Before the re-
duction of the individual request overhead starting at HTTP/1.1,
bundling improved loading times, as fewer requests were required
to fetch all necessary data for page load while also improving the
developer experience.
Webpack. While Browserify could compile and bundle code, the
purpose-built compiler and bundler Webpack started development
in 2012 and gained popularity in ≈2015 [28, 29, 68]. In contrast to
Browserify, it was also designed to bundle other resources, such as
CSS or images [2]. This enabled the emergence of popular modern
frontend frameworks such as React or Angular, both of which
use Webpack. Especially with React gaining popularity, Webpack
overtook Browserify in popularity [29]. Splitting code is possible
with Webpack as a manual opt-in feature but is disabled by default
[78]. Webpack was designed for large projects [79]. However, it
was stated that for significantly large projects, it is suboptimal to
load the bundle as one large file [79].

Therefore, to this day, popular frontend frameworks and bundlers
like Webpack will produce large, individual files that, by default,
are render-blocking [29].

4 HISTORICAL OVERLAP OF PROTOCOL
CHANGES AND CONTENT CREATION

Contextualizing HTTP and content creation into historical context,
it becomes evident that changes to HTTP were misaligned in time
with changes to languages and content creation frameworks, as
shown in Figure 1. Until 2015, HTTP/1.1 (and predecessors) on
top of TCP led to an environment where larger but fewer requests
improved performance due to the recurring overhead of connection
establishment per request. To overcome the performance drawbacks
of HTTP and TCP, bundlers such as Webpack gained popularity
because using large individual files (bundles) fit the needs of devel-
opers and reduced performance penalties [28, 29, 57]. The major
drawback of bundling is code efficiency. If a project uses JavaScript
or CSS frameworks, the entire code base of the framework is usually
fully included in a bundle. This increases the total size of a web
page and, if loaded in the default render-blocking way, slows down
the loading time of web pages. A recent study revealed that the
majority of the most popular web pages still have this issue [73].

In 2015, with the advent of HTTP/2, the system changed. Now,
a single connection can multiplex various resources with different
priorities, allowing for the asynchronous transfer of smaller files
[9]. This change is in direct contrast to the concept of bundling
and the emergence of libraries, such as jQuery. Hofman, a Web
performance expert, called bundling an “anti-pattern” in HTTP/2
[37]. In principle, the content of a web page could be adapted again
to benefit from the features of HTTP/2. We describe one possible
approach next.
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5 RE-IMAGINING THE CONTENT
STRUCTURE BASED ON HTTP/3

Most of the most popular web pages are still based on large, render-
blocking bundles, see § 4. This might be due to the lack of alter-
natives. In this section, we introduce one potential option to align
content creation with the potentials of emerging Web standards.
Basic Concept. While bundling uses the central concept of com-
bining resources, the next generation of web content should do the
opposite: split the content as much as possible. The main reason
for this design choice is code efficiency. If code is split into small,
individual pieces, then it can be loaded asynchronously on de-
mand. If planned correctly, the transferred code only contains data
required for rendering, which can significantly improve loading
times. This also matches recommendations by Hofman [37], who
suggested splitting as a solution. For example, jQuery or Bootstrap
include a large set of functions. Many web pages only need parts of
these functions, resulting in loading a large amount of unused code.
Splitting is relevant for CSS and JavaScript, as both can be loaded
externally and both can be render-blocking. Adding to Hofman,
the next generation of code processors should also take advantage
of the prevailing streaming technology available in HTTP/2 and
HTTP/3. This moves loading from an all-or-nothing approach to
the behavior of loading a web page as an ongoing process over
time. Such a concept has been highlighted in a study by Jahromi et
al. [44], stating that users do not wait for a complete result after an
interaction. Streaming can be used as a major advantage, presenting
the user with a continuously rendered version as the page loads
to enable subsequent actions. This, combined with the maximum
splitting approach, has the additional positive effect that a First
Contentful Paint (FCP) of a page can be fast, even in challenging
network conditions. Three main challenges remain to provide a
similar, fully automated system like bundlers:
Challenge 1: Content usage detection. The first step is the au-
tomatic generation of information about the type of code used and
where to split the code. For CSS, techniques such as Critical [56]
exist but are limited to the content above-the-fold. Other solu-
tions include the Essential framework, which addresses the issues
of Critical [75]. For JavaScript, approaches like tree shaking are

available and already in use by bundlers today [21]. They remove
dead code but identify dead code only on file or function level and
are bound to specific frameworks. One approach to improve the
situation is resumeability, where JavaScript code is loaded on de-
mand without breaking the web page. This approach requires less
developer effort and is framework-independent [72, 76].
Challenge 2: Content usage location and order. After detect-
ing and splitting the necessary code, it needs to be ordered and
interleaved so that only neighboring pieces of HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript depend on each other and, thus, only minimally block
rendering. For CSS, this involves matching selectors with the DOM
of a document. For JavaScript, this is still an open challenge, but
promising automation approaches have been proposed [50, 76].
Challenge 3: Streaming a web page. Lastly, the processed
data needs to be transferred by utilizing the streaming capabil-
ity of HTTP/2 and HTTP/3. Frameworks such as Turbo [71] and
Marco [51] demonstrated that streaming of web page chunks is
feasible and ready for production. A demo of a fully streamed page
was presented at The Web Conference 2023 [74].

It is worth noting that streaming is just one possible solution but—
looking at the continuous trend of ever-increasing web pages—it
appears a promising approach [38]. Prior work bolsters this ar-
gument, showing that streamed web pages significantly improve
loading times due to fine-grained page chunks and selecting only
required code [74].

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a historical analysis of two major build-
ing blocks crucial for a fast World Wide Web: the content delivery
layer and the content presentation layer. We found that the de-
sign of both building blocks was mostly considered independently,
despite the potential benefits from joint design decisions. To im-
prove the situation, we sketched content segmentation aiming for
minimal render blocking. This proposal is transparent to content
creators and enables the use of streaming features of underlying
protocols. We hope that the insights of this paper do not only serve
as a reminder of the reasons why Web technologies evolved in
specific directions but also as path forward.
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